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Introduction

This chapter explains aspects of stability, bifurcation and nonlinear dynamics in ideal
thyristor and diode circuits. Thyristor circuits exhibit many interesting and unusual
dynamical features and are of technological importance at high power levels up to
MW utility power levels. Highlights of the chapter include useful simpliﬁcations in
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computing stability, the damping inherent in thyristor turn oﬀ, jumps or bifurcations
in switching times and repeated violation of the behavior normally expected in smooth
nonlinear dynamical systems. Thyristors and diodes constrain their currents to zero
when they are oﬀ. This important constraint is accounted for by changing the state
space dimension as thyristors or diodes switch on and oﬀ. The inhibition of thyristor
turn on until a ﬁring pulse is present has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the system dynamics.
The ideas are mainly developed for the regularly ﬁred thyristor circuit for static
VAR control introduced in Chapter 2 but almost all results can be generalized. The
chapter also outlines the modiﬁcations required for diode circuits and for thyristor
circuits with feedback control of the ﬁring times. The chapter is mainly based on
work by Dobson, Jalali, Rajaraman and Lasseter [4, 5, 14, 13, 15, 24, 25], which, in
turn, builds on work by von Lutz, Grötzbach, Chua, Hasler and Verghese [17, 6, 1, 30]
and the pioneering work of Louis [11]. Most of the chapter material ﬁrst appeared
in conferences [12, 3, 23]. Wolf et al. [31] present an alternative account of switching
time bifurcations and their eﬀect on the Poincaré map.
We brieﬂy indicate some applications of the ideas and calculations in this chapter.
The Poincaré map Jacobian can be used with Newton-Raphson methods to compute
periodic orbits of power electronic circuits [6]. Resonances are predicted in an SVC
circuit in [4] and more generally in [24]. The dynamics of the thyristor controlled
series capacitor are studied in [13, 22, 20]. The eﬀects of the thyristor controlled series
capacitor on subsynchronous resonance are studied in [27, 21, 20]. (The exact dynamics of thyristor controlled series capacitor computed in [27] have also been reproduced
in [18] using the phasor averaging techniques of Chapter 2.) HVDC dynamics are
analyzed in [22].

6.2

Ideal diode and thyristor switching rules

It is useful to idealize the behavior of diodes and thyristors, particularly for high power
utility power electronics and for many systems studies at a range of power levels. This
section explains the idealized diode and thyristor models used in this chapter.
Ideal diodes and thyristors are either on and modeled as a short circuit or oﬀ and
modeled as an open circuit. An oﬀ diode has a negative voltage; it switches on when
the voltage becomes zero. An on diode has a positive current; it switches oﬀ when the
current becomes zero. Diode switchings are uncontrolled in that they are completely
determined by the circuit waveforms.
A thyristor at this level of idealization is a diode that is inhibited from turn on
until a ﬁring pulse is present. That is, an on thyristor switches oﬀ like a diode and an
oﬀ thyristor switches on when the voltage is nonnegative and the thyristor ﬁring pulse
is on. In particular, if a thyristor receives a ﬁring pulse when its voltage is negative,
it does not turn on and the thyristor is said to have “misﬁred”.
Firing pulses are often short (less than 50 µs [10]) and this chapter approximates
a short ﬁring pulse by assuming that the ﬁring pulse is on only at one instant of
time. Thyristor switch on is controlled by the ﬁring pulse, but the thyristor switch
oﬀ is determined by the ﬁrst zero of the thyristor current waveform encountered after
switch on.
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The dependence of thyristor and diode switching times on the circuit currents and
voltages causes signiﬁcant nonlinearity in thyristor and diode circuits. Moreover, in
thyristor circuits the system dynamics are augmented by the rule that the thyristor
only switches on when a ﬁring pulse is present. This rule has a major eﬀect on
the system dynamics and causes behavior quite diﬀerent from conventional nonlinear
dynamical systems. The novel behavior occurs even in the simpliﬁed case in which
the ﬁring pulses are periodic and unaﬀected by the dynamics of the rest of the circuit.

6.3

Static VAR system example

Figure 6.1 shows a single phase static VAR system consisting of a thyristor controlled
reactor and a parallel capacitor C. This system is connected to an inﬁnite bus behind a
power system impedance of inductance Ls and resistance Rs . The thyristor controlled
reactor is modeled as an inductance Lr and resistance Rr in series with back to
back thyristors. The source voltage u(t) = sin(ωt − 2π/3) has frequency ω = 2π60
rad/s and period T = 2π/ω. The per unit component values are Ls = 0.195 mH,
Rs = 0.9 mΩ, Lr = 1.66 mH, Rr = 31.3 mΩ and C = 1.5 mF. The SVC modeling
is further explained and referenced in [14]. For general background on static VAR
compensators see [16, 8, 19].

Rs

u(t)

Ls

Rr

Lr

C

Figure 6.1: Single phase static VAR system.
The switching element of the thyristor controlled reactor consists of two back to
back thyristors which conduct on alternate half cycles of the supply frequency. Except
in section 6.9, the thyristor ﬁring pulses are assumed to be supplied periodically and
the system is controlled by varying the timing delay of the ﬁring pulses. For simplicity,
the system is studied in most of the chapter with ﬁring pulse delay as an open loop
control parameter. In practice a closed loop control would modify the ﬁring pulse
delay.
The idealized operation of a thyristor controlled reactor is explained in Figure
6.2. If the thyristors are ﬁred at the point where the voltage Vc (t) is at a peak, full
conduction results. The circuit then operates as if the thyristors were shorted out,
resulting in a thyristor current which lags the voltage by nearly 90 degrees. If the ﬁring
is delayed past the peak voltage, the thyristor conduction time and the fundamental
component of reactive current are reduced.
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Figure 6.2: Idealized operation of a thyristor controlled reactor (gray line=capacitor
voltage Vc , solid line=thyristor current Ir ). Vc is also the voltage across the thyristor
controlled reactor.
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Figure 6.3: Static VAR switchings.
When a thyristor is on, the system state vector x(t) speciﬁes the thyristor controlled reactor current, capacitor voltage and the source current:


Ir (t)
x(t) =  Vc (t) 
(6.1)
Is (t)
and the system dynamics are described by the ON linear system:


−Rr /Lr
where Aon =  −1/C
0

ẋ = Aon x + Bon u



0
1/Lr
0
0
1/C  and Bon =  0 
1/Ls
−1/Ls −Rs /Ls

(6.2)
(6.3)

During the oﬀ time of each thyristor, the circuit state is constrained to lie in the plane
of zero thyristor current speciﬁed by Ir = 0. In this mode, the system state vector
y(t) speciﬁes the capacitor voltage and the source current:


Vc (t)
y(t) =
(6.4)
Is (t)
and the system dynamics are given by the OFF linear system

where Aoﬀ =

ẏ = Aoﬀ y + Boﬀ u



0
1/C
0
and Boﬀ =
−1/Ls −Rs /Ls
1/Ls

(6.5)
(6.6)

Figure 6.3 outlines the system switchings as the system state evolves over a period T . A thyristor starts conducting at time φ0 . This mode is described by (6.2)
5

and ends when the thyristor current goes through zero at time τ0 . The ensuing nonconducting mode is described by (6.5) and continues until the next ﬁring pulse is
applied at time φ1/2 . This starts a similar on-oﬀ cycle which lasts until the next
period starts at time φ1 = φ0 + T .
Deﬁne R to be the projection matrix




0 0
0 1 0
R=
and
Q = RT =  1 0 
(6.7)
0 0 1
0 1
(The matrix transpose of R is notated as RT .) The state at the switch on time φ0 is
denoted either by the vector y(φ0 ) or by the vector x(φ0 ). These representations of
the state at the switch on time are related by

 


Ir (φ0 )
0 0 
 Vc (φ0 )  =  1 0  Vc (φ0 )
x(φ0 ) = Qy(φ0 )
or
(6.8)
Is (φ0 )
Is (φ0 )
0 1
Equation (6.8) expresses the fact that the x representation of the state at a switch
on is obtained from the y representation by adding a new ﬁrst component which has
value zero.
The state at the switch oﬀ time τ0 is similarly denoted either by x(τ0 ) or y(τ0 )
and these are related by



 
 I (τ )
Vc (τ0 )
0 1 0  r 0 
y(τ0 ) = Rx(τ0 )
Vc (τ0 )
or
=
(6.9)
Is (τ0 )
0 0 1
Is (τ0 )
The matrix R in (6.9) may be thought of as projecting the vector x onto the plane in
state space of zero thyristor current.

6.4

Poincaré map

The Poincaré map is a standard tool from dynamical systems theory to study the
dynamics of periodic systems [7, 29]. The main idea of this approach is to observe the
system states once per cycle and deﬁne the Poincaré map as the map which advances
the system states by one cycle. If the system state at time t0 is denoted by x(t0 ), then
the Poincaré map P maps the state at time t0 to the state at time t0 + T :
P (x(t0 )) = x(t0 + T )

(6.10)

(This form of the Poincaré map is called a stroboscopic map in chapter 3; see chapter 3
for other forms of Poincaré map.)
If x(t0 ) is the steady state value of the state x at time t0 , then P (x(t0 )) = x(t0 +
T ) = x(t0 ) and the map P has a ﬁxed point at x(t0 ). Fixed points of the Poincaré
map P correspond to periodic orbits of the system. If the state x(t0 ) is perturbed from
its steady state value, there will be a transient. Samples of this transient once a cycle
6
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Figure 6.4: Poincaré map P .
can be obtained by applying the Poincaré map successively to the perturbed state
x(t0 ). That is, the samples are x(t0 ), P (x(t0 )), P (P (x(t0 ))), P (P (P (x(t0 )))), · · ·.
The Poincaré map analysis of stability is equivalent to the sampled data approach [30]
and Floquet stability theory [9].
One way to visualize the Poincaré map is to suppose that the switching circuit is
running in a dark room and a strobe light ﬂashes once every cycle. Suppose that one
can observe by measurements the currents and voltages of the system state. Then the
Poincaré map is the operation which takes the system state at one ﬂash and constructs
the system state at the next ﬂash. If the switching circuit is in a steady state which
is a periodic orbit of period one cycle, one will see a ﬁxed point of the Poincaré map.
A stable transient will appear as a system state which approaches the steady state at
each ﬂash.
Consider the simple example of the linear system
ẋ = Ax + Bu

(6.11)

with state vector x, state matrix A, and input u of period T . The Poincaré map is
computed by integrating (6.11) forward for one period T :
 t0 +T
AT
P (x(t0 )) = e x(t0 ) +
eA(t0 +T −s) Bu(s)ds
(6.12)
t0

Now we show how to compute the Poincaré map for the SVC circuit example. The
Poincaré map P advances the state by one period T . In particular we choose P to
advance the state y(t0 ) at time t0 to P (y(t0 )) = y(t0 + T ) as shown in Figure 6.4. P
can be computed by integrating the system equations (6.2) and (6.5) and taking into
account the coordinate changes (6.8) and (6.9) when the switchings occur [5]. Given
a time interval [s1 , s2 ], it is convenient to write Fs2 ,s1 for the map which advances the
state at s1 to the state at s2 . For example, if a thyristor is on at time s1 and oﬀ at
time s2 , then we write
y(s2 ) = Fs2 ,s1 (x(s1 ))
(6.13)
.
If the thyristor is on during all of the time interval [s1 , s2 ], we write Fs2 ,s1 as Fson
2 ,s1
oﬀ
Similarly, if the thyristor is oﬀ during all of [s1 , s2 ], we write Fs2 ,s1 as Fs2 ,s1 . The
formulas for Fson
and Fsoﬀ
are found by integrating the on and oﬀ dynamics (6.2)
2 ,s1
2 ,s1
and (6.5) respectively:
 s2
Aon (s2 −s1 )
Fson
(x(s
))
=
e
x(s
)
+
eAon (s2 −s) Bon u(s)ds
(6.14)
1
1
2 ,s1
s1
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Fsoﬀ
(y(s1 )) = eAoff (s2 −s1 ) y(s1 ) +
2 ,s1



s2

eAoff (s2 −s) Boﬀ u(s)ds

(6.15)

s1

By referring to Figure 6.4, the Poincaré map P may be written in terms of F on and
F and the coordinate changes (6.8) or (6.9) described by Q or R at the switching
times:
oﬀ

P (y0 ) = Ft1 ,t0 (y0 )
= Ftoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q Fφoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q Fφoﬀ
(y0 )))))
1 ,τ1/2
0 ,φ0
0 ,t0
1/2 ,φ1/2
1/2 ,τ0

(6.16)

Diﬀerent Poincaré maps can be obtained by varying the sample time t0 . One convenient choice is to let t0 tend to φ0 from below. That is, t0 = φ0 −. Then the Poincaré
map becomes
P (y0 ) = Fφ1 ,φ0 (y0 )
= Fφoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q Fφoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q y0 ))))
1 ,τ1/2
0 ,φ0
1/2 ,φ1/2
1/2 ,τ0

(6.17)

If, instead, t0 is chosen in the interval [φ0 , τ0 ] when a thyristor is conducting, then the
Poincaré map becomes
P (x0 ) = Ft1 ,t0 (x0 )
= Fton
(Q Fφoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q Fφoﬀ
(R Fτon
(x0 )))))
1 ,φ1
1 ,τ1/2
0 ,t0
1/2 ,φ1/2
1/2 ,τ0

(6.18)

Although the Poincaré map P varies with the choice of sample time t0 (even the
dimension of the vectors it acts on varies!), the information that we seek to extract
from P such as periodic orbit stability does not depend on the sample time.

6.5

Jacobian of Poincaré map

To study stability, a steady state operating point must be assumed. In a switching
circuit this steady state is often periodic. Here we assume that the steady state is
periodic with period T . (More precisely, the steady state wave forms, sources and
switching times are assumed to be periodic with period T .) Stability analysis of this
periodic orbit studies the behavior of the transients which occur when the system
is slightly perturbed. Since thyristor switching circuits are nonlinear, the stability
depends on the steady state chosen.
We ﬁrst illustrate the stability computation for a periodic orbit of the simple
linear system (6.11). Diﬀerentiating (6.12) yields the Jacobian of the Poincaré map
DP = eAT . This means that a linearized perturbation in state δx(t0 ) at time t0 evolves
to a linearized perturbation δx(t0 + T ) = eAT δx(t0 ) at the end of the period t0 + T .
In this case, the stability of the periodic orbit is usually determined by the Jacobian
DP and particularly by the eigenvalues of DP : if all the eigenvalues of DP lie inside
the unit circle of the complex plane, then the periodic orbit is asymptotically stable.
This stability result applies generally to conventional smooth nonlinear systems.
Now consider a regularly ﬁred thyristor circuit which is linear except for the thyristors. Then each thyristor pattern of on or oﬀ yields a linear system and the system
8

switches between these linear systems as the thyristors switch. Although the switch on
occurs at a ﬁxed time in the cycle, the switch oﬀ time varies during a transient because
it depends on the time at which the thyristor current becomes zero. This dependence
of the switch oﬀ time on the system state makes the thyristor circuit nonlinear. The
analysis in the following subsections derives simple and exact formulas for the Jacobian of the Poincaré map. These formulas are assembled simply by multiplying the
matrix exponentials which correspond to each linear system and taking account of the
varying state space dimension at each switching. The formulas are advantageous both
for computations and insight into the stability of thyristor switching circuits.

6.5.1

Thyristor current function and transversality

This subsection deﬁnes a thyristor current function f which describes the actual thyristor current while the thyristor is on and the thyristor current that would have ﬂowed
after the thyristor turn oﬀ time if the thyristor had not turned oﬀ. The thyristor
current function is useful for explaining thyristor stability and bifurcation results.
To introduce the thyristor current function f , it is convenient to consider the ﬁrst
half cycle of operation of the SVC example circuit and to assume that the thyristor
turn on which begins the half cycle occurs at time zero. At time zero, the thyristor
current Ir (0) = 0 and the initial state is given by x(0) = (0, Vc (0), Is (0))T . The
thyristor current function f (t, p) is deﬁned to be the thyristor current assuming the
thyristor is on for all time:




 t
0
f (t, p) = (1 0 0) eAon t  Vc (0)  +
eAon (t−s) Bon u(s)ds
(6.19)
0
Is (0)
Note that f (0, p) = 0. p denotes parameters of the SVC circuit; the dependence of f
on p is used to describe switching time bifurcations in the following sections.
The thyristor current function f (t, p) can be used to describe the thyristor switch
oﬀ rule precisely. If the thyristor switches on at t = 0, then the thyristor will switch
oﬀ at the ﬁrst positive root τ of f :
τ = min{ t | f (t, p) = 0, t > 0}

(6.20)

In particular, the switch oﬀ time τ satisﬁes
0 = f (τ, p)

(6.21)

If the slope of the thyristor current is negative at the turn oﬀ time so that
∂f
∂t

<0

(6.22)

τ,p

then the turn oﬀ is called transversal. (A transversal turn oﬀ is a simple root of f .)
The transversality condition (6.22) can also be written in terms of the actual thyristor
current Ir as
dIr
<0
(6.23)
dt τ −
9

where τ − denotes a limit taken from the left hand side of τ .
If a switch oﬀ is transversal at time τ , then suﬃciently small variations in initial
conditions or circuit parameters cause a switch oﬀ time near to τ and this switch oﬀ
time is a smooth function of small variations in initial conditions or circuit parameters.
(This is proved in [5]: it is apparent that the transversal root of f near τ is preserved
under suﬃciently small variations, but it must also be checked that suﬃciently small
variations prevent any new roots of f occurring before the switch oﬀ near τ ; according
to (6.20), any such root would become the ﬁrst root of f for t > 0 and the thyristor
switch oﬀ time.)
Transversality at all the switch oﬀs in a periodic steady state is essential for computing the Jacobian of the Poincaré map. On the other hand, the transversality
condition (6.22) fails when ∂f
∂t |τ,p = 0 at a switch oﬀ and in this case it is typical for
switching times to jump or bifurcate and steady state stability to be lost as explained
in section 6.7.1.

6.5.2

Relations between on and oﬀ systems

The matrices R and Q were introduced in section 6.3 to change the dimension of the
state of the SVC example circuit at switchings and are




0 0
0 1 0
R=
and
Q = RT =  1 0 
(6.24)
0 0 1
0 1
This subsection shows how R and Q relate the on and oﬀ system dynamics and also
their relation to the thyristor switch oﬀ condition. These relationships are shown
here only for the SVC example circuit, but this example accurately reﬂects structural
properties of general thyristor and diode circuits [5].
The on and oﬀ system dynamics are speciﬁed in section 6.3 using




0
−Rr /Lr 1/Lr
0
Aon =  −1/C
0
1/C  and Bon =  0  ,
(6.25)
0
−1/Ls −Rs /Ls
1/Ls




0
1/C
0
Aoﬀ =
and Boﬀ =
(6.26)
−1/Ls −Rs /Ls
1/Ls
It is easy to check that
Aoﬀ = RAon Q

and

Boﬀ = RBon

(6.27)

The thyristor switch oﬀ condition is zero thyristor current:
0 = Ir (τ )

(6.28)

and this switch oﬀ condition may be written in terms of the state x using the row
vector c = ( 1 0 0 ):


Ir (t)
0 = ( 1 0 0 )  Vc (t)  = c x(τ )
(6.29)
Is (t)
10

The connection between c and R

1
I − QR =  0
0

1
= 0
0

and Q may be shown by computing
 


0 0
0 0 
0 1 0
1 0 − 1 0
0 0 1
0 1
0 1
  
0 0
1
0 0  =  0  ( 1 0 0 ) = cT c
0 0
0

(6.30)

Relationships (6.27) and (6.30) underpin useful simpliﬁcations of the Jacobian
formulas in the next section.

6.5.3

Derivation of Jacobian formula

We now derive a simple formula for the Poincaré map Jacobian of a periodic orbit. The
approach is to divide one period of operation into subintervals, each of which contains
one thyristor switching and to compute the Jacobian of the map which advances the
state from the beginning to the end of each subinterval. Then the chain rule is used
to compute the Jacobian of the Poincaré map as the product of the Jacobians for the
subintervals. It is assumed that the thyristor turns on when the ﬁring pulse is applied;
that is, there are no thyristor misﬁres.
Interval containing a switch on
Let [s2 , s3 ] be a time interval including a thyristor switch on at time φ and no other
switchings. We write Fs3 ,s2 for the ﬂow which maps the initial state y(s2 ) at s2 to
the ﬁnal state x(s3 ) at s3 so that
x(s3 ) = Fs3 ,s2 (y(s2 ))

(6.31)

In general the switch on time φ is a function of the initial state y(s2 ) and we write
this (with some abuse of notation) as φ = φ(y(s2 )). We now compute Fs3 ,s2 and its
Jacobian DFs3 ,s2 with respect to y(s2 ).
The thyristor is oﬀ in [s2 , φ] so that integrating the oﬀ system equations (6.5)
yields


 φ
oﬀ
Aoff (φ−s2 )
Aoff (s2 −s)
y(φ) = Fφ,s2 (y(s2 )) = e
y(s2 ) +
e
Boﬀ u(s)ds
(6.32)
s2

The equation transforming to the x coordinates at φ is
x(φ) = Qy(φ)

(6.33)

The thyristor is on in [φ, s3 ] so that integrating the on system equations (6.2) and
using (6.33) yields
 s3
Aon (s3 −φ)
Fs3 ,s2 (y(s2 )) = Fson
(x(φ))
=
e
Qy(φ)
+
eAon (s3 −s) Bon u(s)ds (6.34)
3 ,φ
φ
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Substitute from (6.32) to obtain
Fs3 ,s2 (y(s2 )) = Gs3 ,s2 (y(s2 ), φ(y(s2 )))
where
Aon (s3 −φ)

Gs3 ,s2 (y(s2 ), φ) = e




Aoff (φ−s2 )

Qe



φ

y(s2 ) +

Aoff (s2 −s)

e

(6.35)

Boﬀ u(s)ds

s2
s3

+

eAon (s3 −s) Bon u(s)ds

(6.36)

φ

Diﬀerentiating (6.35) and writing D for derivative with respect to y(s2 ) gives
DFs3 ,s2 = DGs3 ,s2 +

∂Gs3 ,s2
Dφ
∂φ

(6.37)

Dφ is the derivative of the switch oﬀ time with respect to y(s2 ). In this section we
make the simplifying assumption that the thyristor is ﬁred regularly; that is, φ is
constant, and hence Dφ = 0 and
DFs3 ,s2 = DGs3 ,s2 = eAon (s3 −φ) QeAoff (φ−s2 )

(6.38)

(The case of thyristor ﬁring control or synchronization is brieﬂy treated in section 6.9.)
Interval containing a switch oﬀ
Let [s1 , s2 ] be a time interval including a single transversal thyristor switch oﬀ at time
τ and no other switchings. Write Fs2 ,s1 for the ﬂow which maps the state at s1 to the
state at s2 so that
y(s2 ) = Fs2 ,s1 (x(s1 ))
(6.39)
The switch oﬀ time τ is a function of the initial state x(s1 ) and we write this as
τ = τ (x(s1 )). We now compute Fs2 ,s1 and its Jacobian DFs2 ,s1 with respect to x(s1 ).
The thyristor is on in [s1 , τ ] so that integrating the on system equations (6.2) yields


 τ
on
Aon (τ −s1 )
Aon (s1 −s)
x(τ ) = Fτ,s1 (x(s1 )) = e
x(s1 ) +
e
Bon u(s)ds
(6.40)
s1

The transformation to y coordinates at the switch oﬀ time τ is
y(τ ) = R x(τ )

(6.41)

The thyristor is oﬀ in [τ, s2 ] so that integrating the oﬀ system equations (6.5) with
initial condition y(τ ) gives
 s2
oﬀ
Aoff (s2 −τ )
Fs2 ,s1 (x(s1 )) = Fτ,s
(y(τ
))
=
e
R
x(τ
)
+
eAoff (s2 −s) Boﬀ u(s)ds (6.42)
1
τ

Substituting for x(τ ) from (6.40) yields
Fs2 ,s1 (x(s1 )) = Gs2 ,s1 (x(s1 ), τ (x(s1 )))
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(6.43)

where



 τ
Gs2 ,s1 (x(s1 ), τ ) = eAoff (s2 −τ ) ReAon (τ −s1 ) x(s1 ) +
eAon (s1 −s) Bon u(s)ds
s1
 s2
+
eAoff (s2 −s) Boﬀ u(s)ds
(6.44)
τ

The transversality of the switch oﬀ was assumed above and it implies that τ is a
smooth function of x(s1 ) [5] and hence that Fs2 ,s1 is a smooth function of x(s1 ).
Diﬀerentiating (6.43) and writing D for derivative with respect to x(s1 ) gives
DFs2 ,s1 = DGs2 ,s1 +

∂Gs2 ,s1
Dτ
∂τ

(6.45)

Diﬀerentiating (6.44) yields


 τ
∂Gs2 ,s1
= eAoff (s2 −τ ) (RAon − Aoﬀ R) eAon (τ −s1 ) x(s1 ) +
eAon (s1 −s) Bon u(s)ds
∂τ
s1
+ eAoff (s2 −τ ) (RBon − Boﬀ )u(τ )
= eAoff (s2 −τ ) (RAon − Aoﬀ R) x(τ ) + eAoff (s2 −τ ) (RBon − Boﬀ )u(τ )

(6.46)

But the structural relations (6.27) in section 6.5.2 state that Boﬀ = RBon and Aoﬀ =
RAon Q so that
∂Gs2 ,s1
= eAoff (s2 −τ ) RAon (I − QR) x(τ )
∂τ
Using the relation (6.30) linking I − QR and c = ( 1

0

(6.47)

0 ) from section 6.5.2,

∂Gs2 ,s1
= eAoff (s2 −τ ) RAon cT c x(τ )
∂τ
= 0

(6.48)

since the thyristor switch oﬀ condition is 0 = Ir (τ ) = ( 1 0 0 ) x(τ ) = c x(τ ) .
Equation (6.48) states that the ﬁnal state y(s2 ) is independent of the switch oﬀ time
τ to ﬁrst order!
Hence we obtain the surprising and simple result
DFs2 ,s1 = DGs2 ,s1 = eAoff (s2 −τ ) ReAon (τ −s1 )

(6.49)

Assembling the Jacobian
The Poincaré map formula (6.16) is rewritten omitting the thicket of brackets:
P (y0 ) = Ftoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q Fφoﬀ
(R Fτon
(Q Fφoﬀ
(y0 )))))
1 ,τ1/2
0 ,φ0
0 ,t0
1/2 ,φ1/2
1/2 ,τ0
= Ftoﬀ
R Fτon
Q Fφoﬀ
R Fτon
Q Fφoﬀ
y0
1 ,τ1/2
0 ,φ0
0 ,t0
1/2 ,φ1/2
1/2 ,τ0

(6.50)

Choose times s2 in the interval (φ1/2 , τ1/2 ), s1 in (τ0 , φ1/2 ), and s0 in (φ0 , τ0 ). Then
P (y0 ) = Ft1 ,s2 Fs2 ,s1 Fs1 ,s0 Fs0 ,t0 y0
13

(6.51)

Each of the time intervals corresponding to the decomposition of the Poincaré map in
(6.51) contains exactly one switching. Diﬀerentiating (6.51) with the chain rule and
using the results of sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.3 gives
DP = DFt1 ,s2 DFs2 ,s1 DFs1 ,s0 DFs0 ,t0



= eAoff (t1 −τ1/2 ) ReAon (τ1/2 −s2 ) eAon (s2 −φ1/2 ) QeAoff (φ1/2 −s1 )



eAoff (s1 −τ0 ) ReAon (τ0 −s0 ) eAon (s0 −φ0 ) QeAoff (φ0 −t0 )
= eAoff (t1 −τ1/2 ) ReAon (τ1/2 −φ1/2 ) QeAoff (φ1/2 −τ0 ) ReAon (τ0 −φ0 ) QeAoff (φ0 −t0 )
(6.52)
If, for convenience, the sample time of the Poincaré map is changed so that t0 = φ0 −,
then the Jacobian becomes
DP = eAoff (φ1 −τ1/2 ) ReAon (τ1/2 −φ1/2 ) QeAoff (φ1/2 −τ0 ) ReAon (τ0 −φ0 ) Q

(6.53)

If the sample time t0 is chosen when a thyristor is on so that, for example, t0 = φ0 +,
then the Jacobian becomes
DP = QeAoff (φ1 −τ1/2 ) ReAon (τ1/2 −φ1/2 ) QeAoff (φ1/2 −τ0 ) ReAon (τ0 −φ0 )

(6.54)

The Jacobian in (6.54) has one more row and column than the Jacobian in (6.53).
However, it can be shown that (6.54) and (6.53) have the same eigenvalues except
that (6.54) has an additional zero eigenvalue. Thus (6.54) and (6.53) describe exactly
the same periodic orbit stability information in diﬀerent forms.

6.5.4

Discussion of Jacobian formula

We summarize the outcome of the preceding subsections in deriving the Poincaré
map Jacobian for the SVC circuit example. The thyristor ﬁring pulses and hence,
assuming no misﬁre, the thyristor switch on times are assumed to occur at ﬁxed times
φ0 and φ1/2 in the cycle. It is convenient to choose the Poincaré map sample time
at the turn on φ0 . Then the Poincaré map P advances the state y(φ0 ) at turn on to
P (y) = y(φ0 + T ), where T is the period. A thyristor switches oﬀ at τ0 and τ1/2 and
these switchings are assumed to be transversal in order to guarantee that the Poincaré
map is diﬀerentiable. The Jacobian of the Poincaré map is
DP = eAoff (φ1 −τ1/2 ) ReAon (τ1/2 −φ1/2 ) QeAoff (φ1/2 −τ0 ) ReAon (τ0 −φ0 ) Q

(6.55)

Suppose that the circuit has a periodic orbit passing through y0 at time φ0 so that
y0 is a ﬁxed point of P and P (y0 ) = y0 . The stability of the periodic orbit is the same
as the stability of y0 and is given (except in marginal cases) by the eigenvalues of DP ,
the Jacobian of the Poincaré map evaluated at y0 . (Here we continue to assume that
there are no misﬁres and that all switch oﬀs are transversal.)
One of the interesting and useful consequences of formula (6.55) is that DP and
the stability of the periodic orbit only depend on the state and the input via the
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thyristor nonconduction times φ1 − τ1/2 and φ1/2 − τ0 and the thyristor conduction
times τ1/2 − φ1/2 and τ0 − φ0 . It is remarkable that (6.55) is also the formula that
would be obtained for ﬁxed switch oﬀ times τ0 and τ1/2 ; the varying switch oﬀ times
introduce no additional complexity in the formula, but the nonlinearity of the circuit
is clear since τ0 and τ1/2 vary as a function of the periodic orbit.
If the periodic orbit is assumed to be half wave symmetric, then φ1/2 = φ0 + T /2
and τ1/2 = τ0 + T /2 and (6.55) simpliﬁes to

2
DP = eAoff (φ1/2 −τ0 ) ReAon (τ0 −φ0 ) Q

(6.56)

which can also be expressed in terms of the thyristor conduction time σ = τ0 − φ0 as

2
DP = eAoff (T /2−σ) ReAon σ Q

(6.57)

The action of (6.57) on a linearized perturbation δy for the ﬁrst half period may be
informally described as follows: change to x coordinates with the matrix Q, let the
on system act for time σ, project to the oﬀ coordinates with the matrix R and let the
oﬀ system act for time T /2 − σ. The action of (6.57) on δy for the whole period is
equivalent to the action of two successive half periods.

6.6

Switching damping

This section analyzes thyristor switch oﬀ as a source of damping. This damping is
a dynamic eﬀect which damps transients; the eﬀect has nothing to do with static or
steady state performance. The switching damping occurs in addition to other sources
of circuit damping such as resistance or control loops. In particular, switching damping
occurs in regularly ﬁred thyristor circuits with no resistance or control loop.

6.6.1

Simple example

The damping caused by thyristor switch oﬀ can be most easily demonstrated in an
example from [15]: Consider the circuit of Figure 6.5 which consists of a sinusoidal
voltage source, a thyristor ﬁred regularly once a period and an inductor all in series. This example is simple, but does contain the essence of the switching damping
phenomenon in general thyristor circuits.
The periodic steady state I(t) of the circuit current is shown by the gray line in
Figure 6.6. If there is a disturbance % which perturbs the current I at time zero, then
a transient I(t) + ∆I(t) with ∆I(0) = % ensues as shown by the solid line in the upper
portion of Figure 6.6. The transient persists until shortly after the thyristor switches
oﬀ at time τ0 . It is clear that by the next period, the transient has been damped to
nothing. That is, the Poincaré map P zeros the disturbance:
P (I(0) + %) = I(0)
(In discrete time control, this would be called deadbeat damping.)
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(6.58)

I
L

- sin t

Figure 6.5: Simple thyristor circuit showing switching damping.
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0
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τ0 +∆ τ0

time

τ0

time

∆I

0

Figure 6.6: Damping of a disturbance ∆I(t) in simple thyristor circuit.
Computing the Poincaré map Jacobian conﬁrms the analysis: The on equation has
one state I in the one dimensional state space R and is I˙ = − sin t. The oﬀ equation
has the degenerate, zero dimensional state space R 0 = {0} which consists only of the
origin. Thus, as expected, I = 0 when the thyristor is oﬀ. Since R = 0, the Jacobian
calculation yields DP = eAon τ0 R eAoff (T −τ0 ) = 0.
The size of the disturbance ∆I(t) is given by the diﬀerence between the disturbed
trajectory and the steady state. It is this diﬀerence which is damped to zero. To see
how the thyristor switch oﬀ accomplishes the damping, observe that the disturbance
remains constant until the thyristor of the steady state trajectory switches oﬀ; the
disturbance is damped to zero during the time in which the thyristor of the disturbed
trajectory is on and the thyristor of the steady state trajectory is oﬀ.
One might be tempted to neglect the change in state space dimension in the problem formulation; that is, to assume that the oﬀ equation was I˙ = 0 with I in the
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one dimensional state space R and neglect the projection R. After all, the periodic
solution can be calculated correctly with this formulation since I is zero at the beginning of the switch oﬀ mode. However, in this formulation, linearizing either the
on equation or the oﬀ equation gives δ̇I = 0 and the solution is δI(t) = δI(0). This
implies that, to ﬁrst order, the disturbance is preserved and not damped at the end
of the cycle (that is, DP = 1). This is plainly wrong. Essentially the same mistake of
neglecting the change in state space dimension can be made in general thyristor and
diode circuits. For another example, see section 6.8.2.

6.6.2

Switching damping in the SVC example

We compute damping in the SVC example circuit with the thyristor conduction time
σ treated as a parameter. A halfwave symmetric periodic steady state is assumed.
Then, according to (6.57), the Poincaré map Jacobian is given by
DP = (DH)2

(6.59)

DH = eAoff (T /2−σ) ReAon σ Q

(6.60)

where
H may be regarded as the map Fφ+T /2,φ advancing the state by half a period:
y(φ + T /2) = H(y(φ)) = Fφ+T /2,φ (y(φ))

(6.61)

Since the eigenvalues of DP are the eigenvalues of DH squared, the eigenvalues of
DH determine the stability of periodic orbits of the circuit.
It is straightforward to use (6.60) to compute the locus of eigenvalues of DH as
σ varies over its range of 0 to 180 degrees and the results are shown in Figure 6.7(a).
(The gap in results for 60o < σ < 90o is due to the switching time bifurcations
explained in section 6.7.1; the halfwave symmetric periodic orbit disappears in this
range.)
When all the eigenvalues are inside the unit circle, the circuit periodic orbit is
asymptotically stable and the system damps out any small perturbations. This damping cannot be entirely attributed to resistance in the circuit. Indeed, if the circuit
resistances are set to zero then the eigenvalue locus of Figure 6.7(b) is obtained and
the switching damping for most values of σ is evident. (The exceptional points on the
unit circle of zero damping are due to a resonance eﬀect explained in [4].)

6.6.3

Variational equation

We consider the ﬁrst order variation [2] about periodic orbits to get another view of
how the Poincaré map Jacobian works. The ﬁrst order variation is a linear diﬀerential
equation which propagates forward in time linearized deviations from the periodic
orbit. Propagation with the variational equation of an initial linearized deviation for
one period T is equivalent to the action of the Poincaré map Jacobian on the initial
linearized deviation.
First we examine the ﬁrst order variation for the simple example circuit shown in
Figure 6.5. Write τ0 for the switch oﬀ time of the steady state trajectory I(t) and
17
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Figure 6.7: Eigenvalues of DH: (a) Circuit with resistance, (b) without resistance.
The numbers show the thyristor conduction time σ in degrees.
τ0 + ∆τ0 for the switch oﬀ time of the disturbed trajectory I(t) + ∆I(t) as shown
in Figure 6.6. Here ∆ denotes deviation; shortly we will use δ to denote linearized
deviation. By inspection,

% ; 0 ≤ t ≤ τ0
∆I(t) =
(6.62)
0 ; τ0 + ∆τ0 ≤ t
Since ∆τ0 → 0 as % → 0,
∂∆I(t)
∂%


=
=0

1 ; 0 ≤ t ≤ τ0
0 ; τ0 < t

(6.63)

and (6.63) is the solution to the variational equation when the initial disturbance is 1.
The general solution δI(t) to the variational equation when the initial disturbance is
δI(0) is

δI(0) ; 0 ≤ t ≤ τ0
δI(t) =
(6.64)
0
; τ0 < t
The zeroing of the linearized disturbance δI(0) at switch oﬀ τ0 in (6.64) corresponds
exactly to the action of the projection R in the Poincaré map formula. A circuit model
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Figure 6.8: Circuit model for the variational equations.
of the variational equation is the inductor of the simple circuit in series with an ideal
switch which opens and zeros the current at time τ0 .
Now we consider the variational equation of the SVC circuit about a half wave
symmetric periodic orbit. The linearized deviations propagated by the variational
equations are δx(t) = (δIr (t), δVc (t), δIs (t))T and δy(t) = (δVc (t), δIs (t))T . The variational equations for the ﬁrst half period are
δx(φ0 ) = Qδy(φ0 ) (switch opening at φ0 )
˙ = Aon δx (switch closed)
δx
δy(τ0 ) = Rδx(τ0 ) (switch closing at τ0 )
˙ = Aoﬀ δy (switch open)
δy

(6.65)
(6.66)
(6.67)
(6.68)

and these equations are repeated for the second half cycle. Integrating the variational
equations over one half cycle produces the Jacobian of the half wave map H:
DH = eAoff (T /2−σ) ReAon σ Q

(6.69)

and integrating the variational equations over one complete cycle produces DP , the
Jacobian of the Poincaré map:

2
DP = eAoff (T /2−σ) ReAon σ Q
(6.70)
A circuit model of the variational equations is shown in Figure 6.8; it is obtained from
the SVC example circuit by shorting the source and replacing the thyristor by an ideal
switch which opens at times τ0 and τ1/2 . In general the switch current is nonzero
when the switch opens at τ0 and the switch opening is assumed to immediately zero
the inductor current. This somewhat nonphysical event is described in (6.67) by the
projection of the current δx(τ0 ) onto the plane δIr = 0 by R. This projection or ideal
switch opening is the source of switching damping.
We consider the case of zero resistances so that equations (6.66) and (6.68) are
simply lossless oscillators. At the beginning of the cycle the switch turns on and the
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on oscillation proceeds for time σ. Then the state is projected onto the plane of zero
thyristor current and the oﬀ oscillation proceeds for time T /2 − σ. Since we have
assumed zero resistance, the oscillators are lossless and the damping in DH is entirely
accounted for by the projection onto the plane of zero thyristor current.
It is straightforward to use an energy or Lyapunov method to show that DH is
never unstable and that its eigenvalues always lie inside or on the unit circle. Consider
the incremental energy [5, 26, 28]
δE(t) =

1
1
1
Lr (δIr )2 + Ls (δIs )2 + C(δVc )2
2
2
2

(6.71)

δE measures the square of the size of the perturbation (δIr , δIs , δVc )T . δE is preserved
at the switch opening (6.65) because the reactor current δIr is zero when the switch
opens (the ﬁrst component of Qδy(φ0 ) is always zero). At the switch closing (6.68), the
2
incremental energy δE decreases by the nonnegative quantity 12 Lr (δIr (τ0 )) because
the eﬀect of the projection R is to zero the incremental thyristor current δIr .
In the case of zero circuit resistances, equations (6.66) and (6.68) are simply lossless
oscillators. Then δE is preserved at switch on, is constant while the lossless oscillators
act and decreases or is preserved at switch oﬀ. Since δE is a Lyapunov function for
the discrete time system δyk+1 = DHδyk , k = 0, 1, 2, 3..., DH must be stable. If the
circuit resistances are included, then δE is strictly decreasing when the oscillators act
and δE is a strict Lyapunov function and DH is asymptotically stable. The stability
or asymptotic stability of DP follows from the stability or asymptotic stability of DH.
In summary, for the case of no resistance we have shown stability of DP by Lyapunov methods and for the case of circuit resistance we have shown asymptotic stability of DP both by direct calculation of the eigenvalues and by Lyapunov methods. It
would now seem routine for the case of circuit resistance to conclude from the Jacobian
asymptotic stability that the periodic orbit is always asymptotically stable. However,
this conclusion is false: the periodic orbit can sometimes lose stability! The following
section explains how this happens.

6.7
6.7.1

Switching time bifurcations
Switching time bifurcations and instability

This subsection explains how switching time bifurcations cause a loss of steady state
stability.
Thyristor switching circuits initially operating at a periodic orbit can lose stability
when switching times jump or bifurcate as a parameter is slowly varied. One example
of such a parameter is the conduction time σ of the thyristor. (σ for a periodic orbit
can be varied by varying the thyristor ﬁring time.)
The switching time bifurcations can be explained using the thyristor current function. It is convenient to assume that a thyristor turns on at time zero. Recall from
section 6.5.1 that the thyristor current function f (t, σ) is deﬁned to be the thyristor current assuming the thyristor is on for all time. In the case of the SVC circuit
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(a)

τ

time

Start of a transient

(b)
time

Figure 6.9: Two thyristor current zeros disappear (a) σ < σ ∗ , (b) σ ≈ σ ∗ , σ > σ ∗
example,






 t
0
f (t, σ) = (1 0 0) eAon t  Vc (0)  +
eAon (t−τ ) Bon u(τ )dτ 
0
Is (0)

(6.72)

It is important to remember that the thyristor current function is identical to the
actual thyristor current before the switch oﬀ τ and a useful mathematical ﬁction after
the switch oﬀ τ .
If the thyristor turns on at time zero, the next thyristor switch oﬀ time is at the
ﬁrst positive root τ of f . Switching time bifurcations are bifurcations of the roots of f
which alter which root is the ﬁrst positive root. The switching time bifurcations occur
in practice when the harmonic components of the thyristor current are large and the
thyristor current function becomes distorted [14].
Figure 6.9 explains a switching time bifurcation in which the periodic orbit loses
stability as a thyristor current zero disappears. Figure 6.9a shows the thyristor current
function for a stable periodic solution; there is a transversal switch oﬀ at time τ . As the
thyristor conduction time σ is slowly varied, the dip in the thyristor current function
after τ rises until, passing through the critical parameter value σ ∗ , the current zero
disappears and a new, later zero of the thyristor current applies (see Figure 6.9b). The
switch oﬀ time of the thyristor has suddenly increased in a switching time bifurcation
and stability has suddenly been lost. As soon as the switching time bifurcates and
system stability is lost, a transient starts.
Another manifestation of a switching time bifurcation is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: A new earlier thyristor current zero appears (a) σ > σ ∗ , (b) σ = σ ∗
Suppose that harmonic distortion produces a dip in the thyristor current as shown in
Figure 6.10a. The periodic steady state is stable in Figure 6.10a. As the thyristor
conduction time σ is varied, the dip lowers until, at a critical parameter value σ ∗ , a
new, earlier zero of the thyristor current is produced (Figure 6.10b). The switch oﬀ
time of the thyristor suddenly decreases and the stable operation of the system at
the previous periodic steady state is lost. As soon as the switching time bifurcates, a
transient starts.
In both Figure 6.9 and 6.10 the disappearance or appearance of the switching
time occurs by a fold (or saddle-node) bifurcation of the zeros of f in which zeros
coalesce. At the bifurcating zero, f has zero gradient and the transversality condition
(6.22) is violated. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 are qualitative representations of switching
time bifurcations; detailed simulation and experimental results on a single phase SVC
circuit are presented in [14].
Switching time bifurcations are essentially bifurcations of the constraint condition
determining the switching time and they diﬀer in some respects from conventional
bifurcations. For example, the eigenvalues of the Poincaré map Jacobian evaluated
at the periodic orbit give no indication of either of the switching time bifurcations
in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. In the case of the switching time bifurcations shown in
Figure 6.10, the condition for the switching time bifurcation is the zero gradient of
current at the new, earlier current zero and this condition has no relation to the
Poincaré map Jacobian. (There is more subtlety in the case of the switching time
bifurcations shown in Figure 6.9. At the switching time bifurcation Dτ becomes
inﬁnite and it might be expected from formula (6.45) that this would imply that
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DFs2 ,s1 and hence the Poincaré map Jacobian DP would have large eigenvalues outside
the unit circle near the bifurcation. But this is false: the simpliﬁcation (6.48) and
formula (6.49) show that Dτ has no eﬀect on DP .)
Since the switching time is discontinuous at a switching time bifurcation and the
Poincaré map depends on the switching time, the Poincaré map is also discontinuous
at a switching time bifurcation [23, 25, 31] (see section 6.7.4). The switching time
bifurcation can also be understood as the ﬁxed point of the Poincaré map encountering
the Poincaré map discontinuity. This aspect is emphasized by Wolf et al. [31].

6.7.2

Switching time bifurcations for transients

Switching time bifurcations also occur during transients and have interesting eﬀects
on the system dynamics as explained in the following subsections. This subsection
and the remainder of section 6.7 explain these phenomena by summarizing mostly
numerical results from [25] on the SVC example circuit speciﬁed in section 6.3. More
detailed results and discussion may be found in [25]. All results assume that the
thyristor ﬁring pulses have a constant phase delay of 120o relative to the sinusoidal
voltage source voltage crossings.
It is convenient to assume that a thyristor turns on at time zero. The initial state
at time zero is given by p = y(0) = (Vc (0), Is (0))T and is considered to be a parameter
in order to study bifurcations of transients. The thyristor current function (6.19) or
(6.72) is written f (t, p).

Figure 6.11: 3D plot of switch oﬀ time τ versus p = (Vc (0), Is (0)).
The thyristor switching oﬀ time τ in the ﬁrst half cycle is plotted as a function of
the initial state p = (Vc (0), Is (0))T in Figure 6.11. Discontinuities of the switching time
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Figure 6.12: Roots of f (t, p): ◦ = switch time τ , ∗ = root 2, + = root 3, ×=root −1.
are apparent as sharp changes in the plot. These discontinuities can be understood
by examining the roots of f (t, p). Figure 6.12 shows a “slice” of Figure 6.11 obtained
by plotting several roots of f (t, p) versus the initial capacitor voltage Vc (0) for a ﬁxed
initial source current Is (0) = 9. The switching time τ is indicated by circles in the
plot. As can be seen from Figure 6.12, a discontinuity in the switching time occurs
near Vc (0) = 5.1 where the ﬁrst and second roots of f (t, p) coalesce and disappear in a
fold bifurcation so that what was previously the third positive root becomes the ﬁrst
positive root and the switching time τ .
Graphs of f corresponding to a fold bifurcation as Vc (0) varies and Is (0) = 4 are
shown in Figure 6.13. When p = p1 = (3.2, 4)T , the transversality condition is satisﬁed
at the thyristor switch oﬀ at τ (p1 ) as shown in Figure 6.13a. There is a second root
of f near τ (p1 ) and a third root of f at a later time. When p = p∗ = (4.2, 4)T as in
Figure 6.13b, f has zero gradient at the double root at τ (p∗ ) and the transversality
condition is not satisﬁed. When p changes to a new value p2 = (5.2, 4)T near p∗ as
shown in Figure 6.13c, the previous ﬁrst and second root have disappeared and the
previous third root has suddenly become the ﬁrst root.

6.7.3

Misﬁre onset as a transcritical bifurcation

A thyristor misﬁres at a switch on time if the thyristor voltage is negative when the
gate turn on pulse arrives. Consider the thyristor ﬁring at t = 0 (the analysis is
similar for misﬁre at t = T /2). Just before the gate pulse arrives, at time t = 0−,
the thyristor voltage is the capacitor voltage Vc (0) (see Figure 6.1). From the system
equations (6.2), Vc (0) is the gradient of the thyristor current at t = 0+ or, equivalently,
∂f
∂t (0, p), the gradient of f at zero. Misﬁring is described in the sequence of diagrams
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Figure 6.13: f (t, p) versus t showing fold bifurcation
in Figure 6.14 which are plots of f (t, p) versus t as Vc (0) varies and Is (0) = 4. In
Figure 6.14a, Vc (0) = 1, the circuit is operating normally, and the gradient of f at
zero is positive. In Figure 6.14b, Vc (0) = 0 and the gradient of f at zero has decreased
to zero and this is the onset of misﬁre. In Figure 6.14c, Vc (0) = −1 and the thyristor
will misﬁre since the gradient of f at zero is negative. If we deﬁne root –1 to be
the ﬁrst negative root of f (t, p) = 0, then root –1 increases through the root at zero
and becomes relabeled as the ﬁrst root when it becomes positive. The onset of the
misﬁre occurs when root –1 coalesces with the root at zero. Since the root at zero is
ﬁxed, this is a transcritical bifurcation of roots of f . Also note that when Is (0) = 9, a
transcritical bifurcation diagram is evident at the origin of Figure 6.12. (A transcritical
bifurcation generically occurs in a conventional dynamical system when two equilibria
coalesce under the condition that one of the equilibria is ﬁxed in position by the
structure of the system. The bifurcation diagram is similar to two intersecting lines
and the equilibria exchange stability when they coalesce. See [7, 29] for a detailed
description of transcritical bifurcation.)
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Figure 6.14: f (t, p) versus t showing transcritical bifurcation
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6.7.4

Noninvertibility and discontinuity of the Poincaré map

This section discusses how irreversibility of trajectories and switching time bifurcations
can make the Poincaré map P respectively noninvertible and discontinuous.
Trajectories in thyristor circuits are sometimes reversible. Suppose that the thyristor is oﬀ and we wish to integrate the trajectory backwards in time. Regard the previous switch oﬀ time τ as a variable to be solved for. A constraint on τ can be found
by requiring that integrating the on system backwards in time from time τ yields a
current zero at the time of a ﬁring pulse at which the thyristor turned on. If we can
solve this constraint for τ (and also conﬁrm that there was no misﬁre at the turn
on), then a solution integrating the trajectory backwards in time until the previous
switch on has been found. The problem is that the solution for τ need not be unique;
there can be two distinct trajectories leading to the same state. A consequence of
this irreversibility is that the Poincaré map is sometimes not invertible. This can be
seen in the SVC example circuit by computing the Poincaré map for a segment of a
semicircular disk of initial conditions and observing the overlapping portion of Figure
6.15.
The switching time bifurcations of section 6.7.2 cause the switching times in some
transients to vary discontinuously as the initial condition is varied. That is, a switching
time bifurcation can cause two initially nearby trajectories to separate greatly because
a portion of one trajectory occurs in a circuit with a thyristor on while the same portion
of the second trajectory occurs in a circuit with a thyristor oﬀ. Thus the switching
time bifurcations cause discontinuities of the Poincaré map. If the initial condition
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y(0) is such that a switching time bifurcation occurs at one of the switching times
in the period, then P is discontinuous at y(0) [23, 25, 31]. We write Θ for the set
of discontinuities of P . As shown in section 6.5 and proved in [5], P is smooth away
from Θ. Wolf et al. [31] show interesting graphs of the Poincaré map discontinuities.

6.7.5

Multiple attractors and their basin boundaries

Numerical experiments for the SVC example circuit [23, 25] show that there are two
asymptotically stable ﬁxed points y1 and y2 of the Poincaré map; these correspond to
two asymptotically stable periodic orbits of the circuit. This occurrence of multiple
attractors can be surprising (in contrast, the corresponding diode circuits with suitable
resistive damping containing diodes, voltage sources of period T , resistors, capacitors
and inductors have unique attractors that are globally asymptotically stable).
A steady state (periodic orbit or ﬁxed point) may be asymptotically stable, but a
large disturbance may cause stability to be lost. The set of initial states which return
to the steady state is called the basin of attraction of the steady state. (Think of a
marble rolling in a bowl: the basin of attraction of the stable point at the bottom
of the bowl is the inside of the bowl. Disturbances which perturb the state inside
the bowl will decay as the marble eventually returns to bottom of the bowl. Larger
disturbances will cause the marble to leave the bowl and roll away elsewhere. The
boundary of the basin of attraction is the edge of the bowl.) The basin of attraction of
a steady state is used to quantify the robustness to perturbations of that steady state.
One way to describe the basins of attraction is to instead describe the boundaries of
these basins.
In smooth dynamical systems, the essential mechanism which separates nearby
trajectories so that they can tend to attractors in diﬀerent basins is the saddle type
behavior of unstable ﬁxed points or periodic orbits in the basin boundary. The SVC
circuit example has a basin boundary ∂B separating the basins of attraction of the
two ﬁxed points y1 and y2 . However, there are no unstable ﬁxed points in ∂B. ∂B
interacts with the set of Poincaré map discontinuities Θ and the essential mechanism
separating nearby trajectories to tend to attractors in diﬀerent basins is the switching
time bifurcations associated with Θ.
This is supported by numerical results for a portion of ∂B [26]: Figure 6.16a
shows the ﬁne structure of the Poincaré map discontinuities Θ. Θ is composed of 3
curves C1 , C2 , C3 . Initial conditions on C1 yield switching time bifurcations in the ﬁrst
half cycle as shown in the corresponding inset of Figure 6.16(a) (the inset shows the
qualitative form of thyristor current Ir (t) for initial conditions on C1 and ∗ indicates
a switching time bifurcation). C2 and C3 correspond to switching time bifurcations
in the second half cycle as shown in the corresponding insets of Figure 6.16a.
Figure 6.16b shows how the basin boundary ∂B intersects with Θ. The points in
∂B ∩ Θ are initial conditions on the basin boundary which encounter a switching time
bifurcation during the next cycle. The discontinuity in P caused by switching time
bifurcation is the mechanism by which nearby initial conditions on either side of ∂B
tend to diﬀerent ﬁxed points under iterations of P . Numerical results show that the
points in ∂B not in Θ eventually map to ∂B ∩ Θ. That is, the basin boundary ∂B
consists of initial conditions which are either on Θ or eventually map to Θ. However,
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Figure 6.16: (a) Detail of Poincaré map discontinuities Θ. (b) Detail of basin boundary
∂B and Θ.
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there are also many initial conditions in Θ but not in ∂B whose forward trajectories
encounter switching time bifurcations.
The intricate and nonconventional structure of the basin boundary ∂B shows the
great inﬂuence of switching time bifurcations and the thyristor switching rules on the
system dynamics.

6.8

Diode circuits

This section considers circuits with ideal diodes. The analysis is useful in applications
such as diode rectiﬁer circuits and can be adapted to analyze circuits containing diodes
and other switching elements, such as DC-DC convertors in a discontinuous mode of
operation. The dynamics of diode circuits are generally simpler than the dynamics of
thyristor circuits. Instead of describing the dynamics of diode circuits from scratch,
it is convenient to describe the dynamics of diode circuits by comparing them to the
dynamics of thyristor circuits.

6.8.1

Transversality and Poincaré map Jacobian formula

Diode switch oﬀ is the same as thyristor switch oﬀ and can be analyzed as described
earlier in the chapter. Diode switch on occurs when diode voltage becomes positive and
is analogous or dual to diode switch oﬀ. More precisely, diode switch on occurs at the
ﬁrst zero of diode voltage which is after the diode switch oﬀ. Similarly to section 6.5.1,
the switch on is transversal if the gradient of the diode voltage is positive (taking the
limit from below) at the switching on time.
Similarly to the case of diode or thyristor switch oﬀ in section 6.5.3, it is shown
in [5] that at a transversal diode switch on, the map advancing the state over a time
interval containing only this switch on is smooth and that its derivative is computed
using formula (6.38). It follows by assembling the Jacobian as in section 6.5.3 that, if
all the diode switchings in a cycle are transversal, the Poincaré map is smooth and its
Jacobian is calculated by a formula such as (6.53). Formula (6.53) applies to the case
of 4 diode switchings per cycle and the number of terms should be changed for other
cases. For example [5], a symmetrical 3 phase diode bridge circuit in steady state
Mode 1 operation with AC line impedance represented has Poincaré map Jacobian

6
DP = eA2 (T /6−µ) ReA3 µ Q

(6.73)

where A2 corresponds to the circuit with two diodes conducting, A3 corresponds to
the commutating circuit with three diodes conducting, and µ is the commutation
time. In this case, the symmetry of the circuit and the six time intervals containing
noncommutating and commutating circuits gives an expression to the sixth power in
(6.73).
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6.8.2

Poincaré map Jacobian for the DC-DC buck-boost convertor in discontinuous mode

To illustrate the eﬀect of the diode switching in the DC-DC buck-boost convertor we
compute the Poincaré map Jacobian. Our notation follows that of Chapter 2. For
simplicity, the switch is assumed to be switched once on and once oﬀ at ﬁxed times in
the cycle. Suppose the switch turns on at time 0 and that the Poincaré map sample
time is chosen to be 0+. Then, as explained in detail in chapter 
2, the
 cycle consists
i
of an interval of duration δ1 T with the switch on with state x =
and matrix
v


0
−Rl /L
A1 =
(6.74)
0
−1/RC
 
i
followed by an interval of duration δ2 T with the switch oﬀ with state x =
and
v
matrix


1/L
−Rl /L
A2 =
(6.75)
−1/C −1/RC
followed by an interval of duration δ3 T with the diode oﬀ with state y = v and matrix
A3 = −1/RC

(6.76)

It is necessary to correctly model the change in state space dimension when the diode
switches oﬀ in order to obtain correct stability results. At the diode switch oﬀ, the
matrix projecting the two dimensional state to the one dimensional state is
R = (0

1)

(6.77)

At the switch on, the matrix augmenting the state space dimension from one to two
is
 
0
Q=
(6.78)
1
The state is unchanged in dimension and continuous at the switch turn oﬀ.
Computing the Poincaré map Jacobian formula gives
DP = QeA3 δ3 T ReA2 δ2 T eA1 δ1 T
(6.79)
 
0
=
e−δ3 T /RC ( 0 1 ) eA2 δ2 T eA1 δ1 T
(6.80)
1


0
0
=
eA2 δ2 T eA1 δ1 T
(6.81)
0 e−δ3 T /RC
 
δi
It is clear that DP has a zero eigenvalue and that DP
has ﬁrst component zero
δv
 
δi
for any linearized perturbation
. This means that the circuit damps any initial
δv
perturbation δi in inductor current to zero at the end of the cycle; this is clearly
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correct since the inductor current is constrained to be zero at the end of the cycle
because of the diode being oﬀ.
Neglecting the change
 in
 state space dimension by assuming that, when the diode
i
is not conducting, x =
and
v


0
0
A3 =
(6.82)
0 −1/RC
would yield
DP = eA3 δ3 T eA2 δ2 T eA1 δ1 T


1
0
=
eA2 δ2 T eA1 δ1 T
0 e−δ3 T /RC

(6.83)
(6.84)

which is wrong. In particular, (6.84) would generally imply a nonzero current perturbation at the end of a cycle.
Instead of choosing the Poincaré map sample time at 0+, which is done above so
that it can be more directly compared with the wrong calculation (6.84), it is usually
more convenient to choose the Poincaré map sample time at 0−. Then the Poincaré
map Jacobian becomes the scalar
DP = eA3 δ3 T ReA2 δ2 T eA1 δ1 T Q

(6.85)

For example, the Poincaré map sample time at 0− is used in chapter 5.5.2.

6.8.3

Poincaré map continuity and switching time bifurcations

Consider a circuit of ideal diodes, time dependent sources and resistors, inductors and
capacitors. It can be shown [5] using incremental energy methods that the Poincaré
map is continuous. The diode switch oﬀs decrease incremental energy and provide
switching damping to the circuit as in the case of thyristor switch oﬀs. (Diode switch
ons also decrease incremental energy, but this is a second order eﬀect.)
The Poincaré map is not diﬀerentiable when one of the switchings is not transversal
(the Jacobian has a discontinuity) and a switching time bifurcation can then occur.
However, the typical consequences of the switching time bifurcation diﬀer from those
in thyristor circuits. In diode circuits a new diode switch oﬀ generally appears or
disappears together with a closely following diode switch on [5]. The consequence of
the switching time bifurcation is then a mode change in the circuit in which a short
time interval with a particular pattern of diode conduction appears or disappears.
This behavior occurs in the simple diode circuit shown in Figure 6.17 when the
circuit resistance is positive. When the constant bias p of the voltage source lies in the
interval (−1, 0), there is a unique and asymptotically stable periodic orbit in which
the diode switches twice per cycle. In this mode, the Poincaré map at the periodic
orbit with initial time when the diode is oﬀ simply maps zero incremental current to
zero incremental current and the Jacobian of the Poincaré map is zero. That is, a
small perturbation in one cycle vanishes before the next cycle.
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p + sint

Figure 6.17: Simple diode circuit showing mode changes.
If p increases through 0, the periodic orbit persists and remains asymptotically
stable, but the diode never turns oﬀ. The stability of the periodic orbit is now governed by the resistor so that the Jacobian of the Poincaré map changes discontinuously
when p increases through zero. If p decreases through −1, the periodic orbit becomes
a constant zero current and the diode never turns on. In both these switching time bifurcations, the two switching times coalesce and disappear. The eﬀect of the switching
time bifurcations is a mode change in the circuit and asymptotic stability is not lost.
Note, however, that in the extreme case of zero circuit resistance, the periodic orbit,
although stable for p ≤ 0, disappears for p > 0 and the circuit trajectory becomes
unbounded.

6.9

Firing angle control

Practical high power thyristor circuits control the ﬁring angle both to regulate performance with closed loop controls and to synchronize the ﬁring with the AC waveform.
Since these important eﬀects are omitted from the previous analysis in the chapter,
this section brieﬂy introduces an example of the appropriate modiﬁcations to the Jacobian formula for the SVC example circuit. Control and synchronization both have
important eﬀects on the circuit stability [13].
We proceed by modifying the analysis from section 6.5.3 to account for changes in
the thyristor ﬁring angle. Section 6.5.3 considered a time interval [s2 , s3 ] including a
thyristor switch on at time φ and no other switchings. Fs3 ,s2 is the ﬂow which maps
the initial state y(s2 ) at s2 to the ﬁnal state x(s3 ) at s3 and section 6.5.3 computed
that
∂Gs3 ,s2
DFs3 ,s2 = DGs3 ,s2 +
Dφ
(6.86)
∂φ
where Gs3 ,s2 is given by (6.36). Diﬀerentiating (6.36) yields
∂Gs3 ,s2
= eAon (s3 −φ) (QR − I)(Aon x(φ) + Bon u(φ))
∂φ
= eAon (s3 −φ) cT c ẋ(φ+)
where c = ( 1

0

(6.87)

0 ). (An interesting alternate expression is
∂Gs3 ,s2
= eAon (s3 −φ) (Qẏ(φ−) − ẋ(φ+))
∂φ
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(6.88)

but this is not necessary here.) Now (6.86) becomes
DFs3 ,s2 = eAon (s3 −φ) QeAoff (φ−s2 ) + eAon (s3 −φ) cT c ẋ(φ+)Dφ

(6.89)

and the eﬀect of the controlled switch on is captured in the second term of (6.89).
It remains to compute Dφ according to the control or synchronization represented.
Obtaining a formula for Dφ can be diﬃcult particularly if the control depends on a
ﬁltered version of the past system states. However, some cases are tractable [13] and
here we illustrate the calculation of Dφ for current synchronization. The row vector
Dφ is the gradient of the turn on time φ with respect to y(s2 ).
Synchronizing the ﬁring with respect to the zeros of the line current Is is modeled
by
φ = ζ + (π − σreq )/2
(6.90)
where ζ is the time of the current zero and σreq is the required thyristor conduction
time. ζ satisﬁes the constraint
0 = Is (ζ) = ny(ζ) = nGζ,s2 (y(s2 ), ζ(y(s2 )))

(6.91)

where n = (0, 1, 0). ζ is assumed to occur when both thyristors are oﬀ.
Diﬀerentiating the constraint (6.91) yields
0 = nDGζ,s2 + n

∂Gζ,s2
Dζ
∂ζ

(6.92)

Now diﬀerentiation of (6.90) and solving (6.92) yields
Dφ = Dζ =

−nDGζ,s2
∂Gζ,s2
n ∂ζ
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=

−neAoff (ζ−s2 )
nẏ(ζ)

(6.93)
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